Lesson 26 Worksheet

Complete each sentence with the correct word:

bang       discolored       gooey       overpowering       silky
bland      flickering       hissing       pop         stench
blurry      fluffy         mottled       rancid       unappetizing
damp      glittered       mouthwatering       scent       whirring

1. A sapphire bracelet __________ on the woman's wrist.
2. He slammed the window shut with a loud __________.
3. His forehead was __________ with sweat as he carried the heavy boxes.
4. I found the cuisine of that country rather __________ - tasted like it needed more seasonings or spices.
5. This milk is __________ - it's two weeks past its expiration date.
6. I need to use my glasses for driving. Without them, everything is __________.
7. Janet made a batch of __________ double chocolate brownies; I can't wait to taste them!
8. My cat has __________ brown, black, and white fur.
9. The little boy's face was covered in __________ melted chocolate.
10. Poodles may look cute and __________, but they can actually be quite aggressive.
11. That seafood salad looks rather __________; I think I'll pass.
12. The air made a __________ noise as it leaked out of the tire.
13. The cowboys laughed and told stories by the __________ light of the campfire.
14. The lid of the jar loosened with a soft __________.
15. I hate talking to him because I can't stand the _________ of his bad breath.
16. The portrait was damaged by smoke during the fire and now one corner of the canvas is __________.
17. This lotion has a lovely lavender __________.
18. My cat hates the __________ sound of the vacuum cleaner.
19. This new conditioner will leave your hair __________ and shiny.
20. I wish my roommate wouldn't wear so much perfume. The smell is really ______________.
ANSWERS:

1. glittered
2. bang
3. damp
4. bland
5. rancid
6. blurry
7. mouthwatering
8. mottled
9. gooey
10. fluffy
11. unappetizing
12. hissing
13. flickering
14. pop
15. stench
16. discolored
17. scent
18. whirring
19. silky
20. overpowering